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The Lion, \& The Witch and The Wardrobe

Adapted from The Chronicles of Narnia by C.S. Lewis
Chapter 1

Lucy looks in the wardrobe
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Professor Kirke's House
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Peter, Edmund, Lucy and Susan were a family.

They lived with a friend, Professor Kirke, during the war.

Peter, Edmund, Lucy and Susan explored the house.
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Narnia
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Lucy explored a wardrobe. Inside the wardrobe was a snowy forest. In the forest was Tumnus. Tumnus was half man and half goat. Tumnus said the wardrobe was called NARNIA.
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Chapter 2

What Lucy Finds
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Tea party
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Tumnus asks Lucy if she is a girl.

Tumnus and Lucy were thirsty.

Tumnus and Lucy went to Tumnus's house.

They drank tea, ate food, and played music.
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Lucy learns that Tumnus works for a bad Witch.

The bad Witch's name was the White Witch.

The White Witch made the wardrobe white and snowy.

Lucy left the wardrobe and went into the house.

Lucy told Peter, Susan and Edmund, about the wardrobe.
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Chapter 3

Edmund & the Wardrobe
The Wardrobe
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Edmund is curious. He follows Lucy into the wardrobe.

He sees Narnia and is confused.

A White Witch sees Edmund and asks WHAT Edmund is.

Edmund is more confused.

Edmund says he is a boy.
magical chocolate
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The White Witch asks Edmund to sit and talk.

The White Witch gives Edmund a hot drink and chocolate.

The chocolate is called Turkish Delight.

The Turkish Delight is magical.
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The Turkish Delight makes Edmund want to eat a lot of chocolate. The White Witch asks Edmund many questions.

The White Witch wants to meet Lucy, Susan, and Peter.
Lucy and Edmund rush out of the wardrobe.

Lucy tells Peter and Susan about NARNIA.

Peter and Susan think Lucy is crazy.

Peter and Susan tell Professor Kirke.
Entrance to Narnia
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Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy heard a noise.

They ran into the wardrobe.

They entered Narnia
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Susan, Lucy, Edmund, and Peter searched the snowy forest.

They went to Tumnus’s house.

Tumnus was in jail. The children want to rescue Tumnus.

Susan, Lucy, Edmund and Peter got lost.

They are scared.
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Chapter 7

A day with Beavers
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Susan, Lucy, Edmund, and Peter met a beaver. His name was Mr. Beaver. Mr. Beaver and Tumnus are friends.

The children ask Mr. Beaver questions. Mr. Beaver brings the children to his house to be safe.
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Mr. Beaver, Mrs. Beaver and the children ate dinner.

After dinner, the children learned about a lion.

The lion was the king of Narnia.

the lion's name is Aslan.
Stone Table
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Mr. Beaver told the children that Tumnus was in jail.

The children need help from Aslan.

The children leave to meet Aslan at a special place named Stone Table.
Stone table is cursed and Narnia is snowwy.

All the bad in Narnia will stop when the four chairs at Stone table have kind people.

Edmund is missing. Mr. Beaver says "Do not look for Edmund. " Edmund turned bad.

Susan, Lucy and Peter travel to Stone Table.
Stone statues
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Edmund took a walk through the ice and snow.

He saw the White Witch’s castle. Edmund saw many stone statues. Edmund found the White Witch. Edmund told the White Witch that Aslan is in Narnia. The White Witch rode a sleigh to find Aslan.
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Chapter 10

Gifts from Santa
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Sleep in Cave
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Susan, Peter and Lucy went with Mr. Beaver to the Stone table. They rested in a cave. They woke up when they heard bells. It was Santa Claus.
Gifts for children
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Santa Claus gave everyone a gift.

Peter got a sword.

Susan got a bow and arrow.

Lucy got a magic drink.

Santa Claus told the children they would need the gifts later.
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Chapter 11

Aslan is Near
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Sleigh
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The white witch and Edmund ride a sleigh to find Susan, Peter and Lucy. The white witch saw animals having a tea party. The white witch was angry and changed the animals to stone statues.
the snow melts
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The snow melted and flowers bloomed.

The white witch heard Aslan's name and was very angry.

Could the curse of Narnia be ending?
Chapter 12

Peter fights
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Mr. & Mrs. Beaver, Peter, Susan and Lucy find the Stone Table. They meet Aslan.

Aslan says that Peter, Edmund, Lucy and Susan will be rulers of Narnia.
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An evil wolf chased Susan up a tree.

Susan plays her horn to call for help.

Peter hears the horn and runs to help Susan.

Peter kills the wolf.
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Edmund tied to tree
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A wolf runran to the White Witch and tells her Aslan is alive. The White Witch tied Edmund to a tree.

A lion helps Edmund and unties him.

The White Witch hid.
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Aslan roars
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Peter, Susan, Lucy and Edmund talk.

Edmund was bad and the rules say Edmund must be killed.

Aslan is sad. Aslan roars loudly.
14
Chapter 14

The witch wins
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Aslan leaves
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Aslan tells Peter, Susan and Lucy to move their camp.

Aslan leaves camp and goes to the Stone Table.
Stone Table
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Lucy and Susan see monsters and the White Witch hurt Aslan. The monsters shave Aslan and tie Aslan to the Stone Table.

The White Witch says she will kill Aslan.

Then, the White Witch will be Queen of Narnia.
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Chapter 16

The statues are alive
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Statues of Narnia
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Aslan breathed on the statues.

They became alive!

Aslan, Susan, and Lucy opened the jail door.

Tumnus was out of jail.

Aslan found the White Witch and killed her.
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The White Witch was dead.

Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy became kings and queens of Narnia.
The White Stag
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Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy get older.

They hunt the magical White Stag that lives in Narnia.

Professor Kirke says they will have many adventures in Narnia.